ACROSS
1) Trash, as a project
6) Jessica of Hollywood
10) Agrees quietly
14) Hawaiian welcome
15) Cleo's wooer
16) Way out
17) No matter what
20) Flower part
21) More strange
22) Mustard choice
25) Soft, nappy leather
26) Sound effect
30) Eye part
32) LP part
35) Fasteners
41) Accept or reject
43) "King of Queens" character
44) Scatter, as a mob
45) Stake-driving hammer
47) Harvest
56) Rhododendron's relatives
58) Becomes less intense
63) Law of the jungle
66) Great Lakes city
67) Atlantic bird
68) High point for Moses
69) Bodies of saltwater
70) Part of a wine glass
71) Really enjoy

DOWN
1) Some bunts, for short
2) "Colt" anagram
3) "Arrivederci" city
4) "Don't forget about me"
5) Used a vegetable peeler
6) "Where ___?"
7) Computer network acronym
8) "Hagar the Horrible" creator Dik
9) Farm measure
10) Jacket named for a Hindu leader
11) Nitrous ____ (laughing gas)
12) Had an evening meal
13) Cubic meter
18) "The Phantom Menace" boy
19) A sibling, for short
23) Japanese martial art
24) Fine word for libraries?
26) Young newts
27) Applaud
28) Part of a camping trip, often
29) Ready for customers
31) "Bullets," to a poker player
33) "___'em, Fido!"
34) Thing on an agenda
36) Track unit
37) Swear to be true
38) Like a desert
39) Leaning Tower city
40) Bit of choreography
42) Carousel music, e.g.
46) Declare with confidence
48) Projects for lawyers
49) A shade of blue
50) Journalist Shriver
51) Diminutive beings
52) Hawaiian gift
53) Dance noisily
55) Morbidly fat
57) Birds, collectively
59) Opera showstopper
60) Add a little color to
61) Biblical twin
62) Liner
64) Easy number to add
65) Dream state, for short